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Studies attempting to improve episodic memory performance with strategy instructions
and training have had limited success in older adults: their training gains are limited in
comparison to those of younger adults and do not generalize to untrained tasks and
contexts. This limited success has been partly attributed to age-related impairments
in associative binding of information into coherent episodes. We therefore investigated
potential training and transfer effects of process-based associative memory training
(i.e., repeated practice). Thirty-nine older adults (Mage = 68.8) underwent 6 weeks of
either adaptive associative memory training or item recognition training. Both groups
improved performance in item memory, spatial memory (object-context binding) and
reasoning. A disproportionate effect of associative memory training was only observed
for item memory, whereas no training-related performance changes were observed
for associative memory. Self-reported strategies showed no signs of spontaneous
development of memory-enhancing associative memory strategies. Hence, the results
do not support the hypothesis that process-based associative memory training leads to
higher associative memory performance in older adults.
Keywords: associative memory, older adults, cognitive training, transfer, episodic memory
INTRODUCTION
The decline of cognitive functioning in old age has a negative impact on individuals’ well-being
and independence (Park et al., 2002). Specific attention has been devoted to the study of age-related
changes in episodic memory (Tulving, 1972), the conscious remembrance of events situated in time
and space. Longitudinal studies have shown that episodic memory functioning decreases in old age,
starting on average around the age of 60 (Rönnlund et al., 2005; Schaie, 2005). Episodic memories
are often complex and require both memory for single units of information (item memory) and
memory for associations between these units (associative memory; Chalfonte and Johnson, 1996;
Davachi, 2006). Generation of associations can take place at different levels (e.g., between features
of an item, between different items, between items and context features) and include different
types of information (e.g., verbal, visual or spatial information). Although younger adults in general
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outperform older adults in episodic memory, it has been shown
with a range of materials that this difference is more pronounced
in associative compared to item memory (e.g., Schacter et al.,
1991; Naveh-Benjamin, 2000; Yonelinas, 2002; Old and Naveh-
Benjamin, 2008). Performance differences between item and
associative memory might result from the more elaborate
encoding and retrieval processes that associative memory
requires. The two-component framework of episodic memory
across the lifespan (Shing et al., 2008, 2010, 2016) proposes that
lower episodic memory performance in old age reflects senescent
decline in two separate, but highly interactive components: a
strategic and an associative component. The strategic component
refers to cognitive control processes which aid and regulate
memory functions (Simons and Spiers, 2003) and the associative
component refers to binding mechanisms that integrate features
of episodes into coherent representations (Treisman, 1996;
Zimmer et al., 2006).
So far, episodic memory interventions in older adults have
mainly targeted the strategic component of episodic memory
by strategy-based training. Here, individuals are instructed
and trained in a new memory strategy facilitating encoding
and retrieval of information. Meta-analyses summarizing this
research have shown that these interventions induce small to
medium performance gains in the trained tasks (Verhaeghen
et al., 1992; Gross et al., 2012). However, older adults seem
to profit less than younger adults and children from such
strategy-based interventions mostly because of deficits in the
associative component of episodic memory (Stigsdotter Neely
and Bäckman, 1993; Brehmer et al., 2007, 2008; Shing et al.,
2010; see also Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2007). In Brehmer
et al. (2007), children, younger adults and older adults
learned and practiced an imagery-based mnemonic technique
involving the creation and retrieval of associations between
words and location cues. Older adults and children showed
similar and lower baseline performance than younger adults
in associative memory and profited to a similar degree from
the instruction in the mnemonic technique, targeting the
strategic component of episodic memory. However, children
profited more than older adults from practice of this mnemonic
technique, focusing on binding words and locations cues
with images, probably because of older adults’ deficits in
the associative component of episodic memory. In addition,
strategy-based training seems to be very specific and to not
yield transfer even to other untrained episodic memory tasks
(for reviews, see Lustig et al., 2009; Eschen, 2012; Brehmer
et al., 2014; but see Carretti et al., 2007; Bailey et al.,
2014).
An alternative training approach is process-based training
which aims to increase the efficiency of basic cognitive
processes through extensive repetitive practice without providing
explicit strategy instructions (Willis and Schaie, 2009; Lövdén
et al., 2010; Brehmer et al., 2014). As of yet, most process-
based interventions in older adults have practiced working
memory or executive functions. A recent meta-analysis of
this research (Karbach and Verhaeghen, 2014) points to
more promising training and transfer effects of process-
based than strategy-based training in older adults with
medium to large performance gains in the trained tasks,
small performance gains in untrained working memory or
executive function tasks (near transfer) and untrained tasks
measuring other abilities (far transfer), and similar training and
transfer effects in younger and older adults. However, Melby-
Lervåg and Hulme (2016) have criticized this meta-analysis
for methodological reasons. They also re-analyzed studies
on transfer effects of working memory training regimes to
nonverbal reasoning included in Karbach and Verhaeghen
(2014) finding small transfer effects only in studies with passive
control groups, but no transfer in studies with active control
groups.
With regard to associative memory, to our knowledge, only
one process-based training regime in older adults has been
investigated: the repetition-lag procedure (Jennings and Jacoby,
2003). In this training regime, word recognition is assessed
with test lists in which distractor words are presented twice
with performance-related increase in the number of intervening
words between distractor repetitions, thus requiring retrieval of
associations between words and the temporal context in which
they appeared (study or test list). Although the repetition-lag
procedure has led to large performance gains in the trained
tasks, compared to passive (Jennings et al., 2005) and active
control groups practising item recognition (Jennings et al.,
2005; Stamenova et al., 2014), there was little evidence for
transfer assessed by a range of untrained associative and item
memory, working memory and speed tasks. The only clear
transfer effect across studies was found to one untrained
working memory task (Jennings et al., 2005) and performance
gains in the trained tasks were not predicted by baseline
episodic memory, but by baseline working memory performance
(Stamenova et al., 2014). Hence, these studies indicate that the
repetition-lag procedure practices working memory rather than
episodic memory processes. Consequently, it is still unclear
whether process-based training of the associative component
of episodic memory in older adults improves associative
binding processes and yields transfer to untrained cognitive
abilities.
Themain goal of the present study was to investigate potential
training and transfer effects of several weeks of process-based
associative memory training in a sample of older adults. The
training was constructed without providing individuals with
specific encoding and retrieval instructions (i.e., without tapping
the strategic component of episodic memory). In line with
previous process-based training regimes, we included a large
amount of repeated practice trials using different and varying
task materials. This should increase the need to bind two
unrelated items, and hence tap the associative component or
processes related to binding of items into a coherent episode
directly. The scope of transfer was assessed with three associative
memory, three visuospatial memory and three reasoning tasks
administered before and after training. The three cognitive
abilities were selected to represent near, intermediate and
far transfer (see Noack et al., 2009 for further information
regarding the classification of transfer tasks). The associative
memory tasks measured item-item memory as practiced in the
training tasks, but included different stimulus material. The
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visuospatial memory tasks also assessed associative memory,
but required item-context binding instead of item-item binding.
The reasoning tasks were selected because the ability to create
stable associations between information units facilitates the
construction and manipulation of new structural representations
required for reasoning (Oberauer et al., 2007). Latent variable
studies have shown that associative memory predicts variance
in reasoning above and beyond working memory and speed
in younger adults (Kaufman et al., 2009) and in samples
covering most of the adult lifespan (Tamez et al., 2012).
We used three instead of only one task per outcome ability
and aggregated their scores to composite scores to avoid that
observed transfer effects were only driven by task-specific surface
commonalities between training and transfer tasks (e.g., material
or response modality, see Lövdén et al., 2010; Shipstead et al.,
2012).
Based on previous research on process-based training in
older adults, we expected that individuals receiving associative
memory training in comparison to individuals receiving item
memory (i.e., active control group), would improve linearly in
associative memory performance across the training period. In
addition, we expected the process-based associative memory
training to induce at least near transfer to untrained associative
memory tasks and possibly also intermediate transfer to
visuospatial memory and far transfer to reasoning.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
The initial study sample consisted of 52 retired community
dwellers living in Zurich (26 randomly assigned to the
experimental group and 26 to the active control group, stratified
by gender). They all fulfilled the inclusion criteria: (a) age
between 65 and 75 years; (b) retirement from work; (c) native
German speaker; and (d) having access to a computer with
internet connection and basic knowledge in handling the
computer. They did not have any of the following exclusion
criteria: (a) previous or current neurological and psychiatric
disorders or substance abuse negatively affecting brain function;
(b) participation in another memory training study; (c) prior
knowledge of memory strategies. Five participants had to be
excluded as they failed cognitive screening tests (see description
below; three of the experimental, two of the control group).
In addition, two experimental group participants dropped out
because of time conflicts. Of the remaining participants, two (one
of each group) had to be excluded due to technical problems
during training and four (one of the experimental, three of
the control group) due to failures in training compliance (less
than 30% correct answers in all distractor phase trials of the
intervention, see description below). Thus, the final sample
consisted of 39 individuals: 19 in the experimental group and
20 in the control group.
All participants gave written informed consent and were paid
40 CHF after completion of the screening session and 100 CHF
after completion of the other study parts. Descriptive data of the
final sample are summarized in Table 1.
TABLE 1 | Demographic variables, screening and descriptive measures for
the two intervention groups.
Associative memory Active control Effect size
training group group (Cohen’s d)
(n = 19) (n = 20)
M (SD) M (SD)
Demographic variables
Age 69.46 (2.65) 68.14 (2.47) 0.51
Years of education 14.71 (2.57) 14.80 (2.22) −0.04
Gender (n male/n female) 12/7 10/10
Screening measures
MMSE 29.63 (0.60) 29.50 (0.61) 0.22
DSST 47.47 (8.66) 46.85 (7.40) 0.08
CES-D 5.21 (2.10) 4.55 (4.51) 0.19
Descriptive measures
Spot a word (crystallized 27.37 (3.86) 27.81 (3.00) −0.13
intelligence)
CVLT (correct immediate 13.66 (1.32) 13.12 (1.47) 0.39
free recall total)
d2 (selective attention) 129.78 (21.71) 133.26 (24.17) −0.15
Digit sorting 8.17 (2.79) 6.65 (2.16) 0.61
(working memory)
Note. CVLT, California Verbal Learning Test; d2, d2 Test of Attention (Brickenkamp,
2002); DSS, Digit Symbol Substitution Test; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination.
Study Design
The experimental (associative memory) and the control (item
memory) interventions comprised 24 training sessions across
6 weeks (four sessions per week). Participants trained at home
on their personal computers. To detect potential training and
transfer effects of the interventions, a cognitive test battery was
performed within 2 weeks before the start of the interventions
(pre training) and in the week after intervention completion (post
training).
Before the pre-training session, participants were invited to
a screening session, in which a large cognitive battery was
completed and participants filled out questionnaires regarding
subjective health and lifestyle. In addition, individuals were
screened for cognitive deficits or dementia with the Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975) and the Digit
Symbol Substitution Test (DSST; Wechsler, 1981) as well as
for clinically relevant depressive episodes with the German
version of the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression
Scale (CES-D; Radloff, 1977). Participants were excluded from
the study if they scored lower than 28 on the MMSE, lower
than 35 on the DSST, and higher than 20 on the CES-D. The
final study sample was invited to an individual 1-h introductory
session in which they were familiarized with their training
regime. The study was double blinded: neither the participants
nor the experimenters conducting the screening, pre-training,
and post-training sessions were aware of group assignments.
Participants were recruited for a study comparing the effects of
different types of memory training, but were not informed about
the number or nature of the different training conditions.
Training
The training was conducted at home using the open-source
Java-based Tatool software (von Bastian et al., 2013). Individuals
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were instructed to train in a quiet room without interruptions
(e.g., turning of cell phones). After each training session, data
were automatically uploaded to a web server. Automatized online
analyses permitted the detection of irregularities (e.g., accuracy
below chance level), thus allowing for constant monitoring of
participants’ training compliance. Participants were informed
that the training software permitted the completion of only one
session per day and that they would be contacted by e-mail
or phone in case of deviations from the training schedule
(i.e., four training sessions per week). To further enhance training
commitment, they received weekly motivational e-mails.
The experimenters monitoring training compliance could
also be contacted by participants in case of technical difficulties.
To ensure that all participants were able to use the training
software and to complete the training tasks, they practiced the
installation of the software and completed a short version of the
first training session. In addition, participants received a manual
with step-by-step software installation instructions and detailed
information about the training procedures.
Training Motivation and Affect
At the beginning of each training session, participants rated
their current training motivation on a 5-point Likert scale
(1 = ‘‘not at all motivated’’, 5 = ‘‘very motivated’’) and
their current arousal and emotional valence on 9-point Likert
scales using self-assessment manikins (Bradley and Lang, 1994;
arousal:1 = ‘‘calm, relaxed’’, 9 = ‘‘excited, stimulated’’; valence:
1 = ‘‘annoyed, sad’’, 9 = ‘‘happy, hopeful’’).
Training Tasks
In each of the 24 sessions of the experimental and control
training, participants practiced three memory tasks. The order
of the three tasks within a session was randomly assigned, but
such that they were equally distributed across the 24 sessions. The
order was the same for all participants. Each task consisted of five
trials. In the beginning of each training task, participants could
complete an optional practice trial. Each task trial contained an
encoding, a distractor and a retrieval phase.
During the encoding phase in both interventions, object-word
pairs were presented consecutively for 6 s each in the middle
of the screen (word below the object) with an ISI of 0.5 s.
Instructions were to encode the pairs as well as possible. For
the three tasks in each training session, object-word pairs
from the following three category combinations were used:
(a) jewelry and names; (b) dishes and geography; and (c) clothes
and food. For each of the three category combinations, four
different subcategory combinations were generated from which
the stimulus material for the three training tasks in the first,
second, third and fourth training session in each of the six
training weeks was picked. For example, in the first training
session of each week, participants worked on three training
tasks presenting the following types of object-word pairs:
(a) rings and contemporary female first names; (b) cups and
countries; and (c) sweaters and meals (see Table 2 for the
three subcategory combinations in each of the four training
sessions per week). Thus, participants trained on 12 different
subtasks each week. To establish some practical relevance, a
specific cover story for each of the 12-subcategory combinations
was provided (e.g., ‘‘You help a friend who owns a goldsmith
workshop by taking new orders. To avoid confusion, please
try to remember which young lady came along with which
ring.’’).
The distracter phase in both interventions consisted of 30 s of
simple arithmetic tasks to prevent that the encoded pairs were
actively held in working memory. The arithmetic tasks involved
subtraction or addition of three one- or two-digit numbers.
Participants had to type in their results and were provided with
feedback as to whether these were correct or not.
In the retrieval phase of the associative memory intervention,
the encoded objects were presented in the middle of the
screen and participants had to type in the corresponding word
from the encoded object-word pairs (associative cued recall).
In contrast, in the retrieval phase of the control intervention,
participants were presented with single words or objects either
from the encoding phase or new ones (half old and half new
stimuli, half of the old and new stimuli were objects and
the other half words). They had to indicate by pressing two
separate keys whether or not they had seen the word/object
before (item recognition). In both interventions, retrieval was
self-paced with a maximum time of 20 s. Retrieval was
followed by confidence ratings assessed using a three-point
scale (‘‘very sure’’, ‘‘quite sure’’ and ‘‘not sure’’) by pressing
three corresponding keys. The outcome measure for both the
associative and item memory training tasks was percentage of
correct answers.
The associative memory intervention was adaptive. Based
on performance during training, task difficulty was adjusted
by increasing or decreasing the number of pairs that had to
be remembered by one. If percentage of correctly recalled
pairs in three consecutive trials of a training task was above
70%, task difficulty was increased and if performance was
below 50%, task difficulty was decreased in the next trial
of the task. All participants started the first session on
the lowest level of difficulty with four stimulus pairs. In
contrast, the active control group worked on a fixed and
low level of difficulty (eight stimulus pairs) across all training
sessions.
Object stimuli were photographs of real objects. For each
stimulus subcategory, 190 different stimuli were available. These
were drawn randomly with the restriction that different stimuli
were used in the five trials of each training task in each session.
Feedback
Several types of feedback were included in the software. After
each training task, the percentage of correct responses across
the five trials in both interventions and the current level of task
difficulty in the associative memory intervention were presented.
Moreover, in the associative memory intervention, a smiley was
displayed if percentage of correct responses was above 70% in
three consecutive trials of a training task. At the end of each
training session, with graphical illustrations, for each of the five
trials of all three training tasks, accuracy in both interventions
and additionally level of task difficulty in the associative memory
intervention were presented.
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TABLE 2 | Stimulus materials for the 12 training tasks.
Sessions Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
Jewelry (Object) Names (Word) Dishes (Object) Geography (Word) Clothes (Object) Food (Word)
1 Rings Contemporary female names Cups Countries Sweater Meals
2 Watches Contemporary male names Plates Animals Pants Eatable plants
3 Glasses Old-fashioned male names Vases Plants Shoes Drinks
4 Earrings Old-fashioned female names Bowls Cities Bags Sweets
A training session including login and feedback lasted on
average 37.07 min (SD = 9.57) in the associative memory
intervention and 33.39 min (SD = 2.31) in the control
intervention.
Criterion and Transfer Tasks
Weused three tasks for the assessment of each of the four training
and transfer abilities (item memory, associative memory, visuo-
spatial memory and reasoning). We used three instead of only
one task per ability and aggregated their scores into composites
to avoid that potential transfer effects were driven by task-specific
surface commonalities between training and transfer tasks (e.g.,
material or response modality, see Lövdén et al., 2010; Shipstead
et al., 2012). The same tasks were used pre and post training. The
order of the tasks was counterbalanced across the four transfer
abilities and was the same for all participants at pre and post
training. Associative memory and item memory were assessed
within the same tasks.
Associative Memory and Item Memory
(Criterion/Near Transfer)
The three associative and item memory tests were structured
similarly, but contained different materials (modified according
to Naveh-Benjamin, 2000). The associative memory tests tapped
the process that was trained during associative training. Because
memory for item information is required also for learning pair
information, this ability could improve with training and can
therefore be viewed as a measure of near transfer. During
encoding, 44 pairs were presented consecutively for 6 s each and
participants were instructed to encode the stimuli as pairs (the
first and last two pairs were discarded from analysis to control
for primacy and recency effects). After encoding, a distracter
task was included in which participants had to count backwards
from a 3-digit number in steps of 3 for 30 s. Afterwards, they
had to type in the last number. This phase was followed by
two self-paced recognition tasks: one associative and one item
recognition task. In the associative recognition task, participants
saw 20 pairs. Half of the pairs had been previously presented
in the encoding phase (old), the other half was composed of
two stimuli that had appeared in the encoding phase, but not
together (rearranged). Participants had to indicate if they had
seen a particular pair during encoding or not by pressing two
corresponding keys within 5 s. In the item recognition task,
participants saw 40 single items of which 20 had been studied
during encoding and 20 were new. Ten new and 10 old items
were from the first stimulus category of the pairs and 10 new
and 10 old items were from the second stimulus category.
Participants had to indicate if they had seen the stimuli in the
encoding phase or not by pressing two keys within 5 s. Each
of the 88 encoded stimuli appeared only in one of the two
retrieval tests. After retrieval, confidence ratings were acquired
using a three-point scale (‘‘very sure’’, ‘‘quite sure’’ and ‘‘not
sure’’) by pressing three corresponding keys within 5 s. The
materials in the three tasks was: (a) German words—Malay
words; (b) pictures of cups—pictures of watches; and (c) pictures
of lamps—pictures of chairs. The number of hits minus number
of false alarms (H−FA) served as measure of performance. In
the beginning of each task, participants were provided with
a practice trial with four pairs. Across the three memory
tasks, eight different orders of the associative recognition and
item recognition tests within and across the three tasks were
possible. These were taken into account during randomization
and counterbalanced across both intervention groups. For all
participants, the order of the associative and item recognition
tests within each memory task was the same pre and post
training. Maximum scores were 40 in both the associative and
item memory tasks.
Visuospatial Memory (Intermediate Transfer)
These tasks also assessed associative memory, but required
item-context binding instead of item-item binding. The three
visuospatial memory tests of the Berlin Intelligence Scale (BIS;
Jäger et al., 1997) were used. In the first task (Orientation
Memory), participants had 90 s to encode the locations of
27 marked buildings on a map. Directly afterwards, the map
was presented without markings and participants had 90 s to
mark the encoded buildings. In the second task (Remembering
Paths), 30 s were given to encode a path from someone’s
home to that person’s workplace on a map (30 path sections).
Then participants were given an untagged map and had 40 s
to reproduce the encoded path. In the third task (Company
Logos), 20 company logos in differently shaped frames had to
be encoded within 50 s. Afterwards, the logos were presented
with four frames each and participants had to choose the
correct frames within 90 s. The performance measure was
the number of correctly retrieved buildings, path sections, or
frames. Maximum numbers of points were 27, 30 and 20,
respectively.
Reasoning (Far Transfer)
The reasoning tasks were selected, because the ability to create
stable associations between information units facilitates the
construction and manipulation of new structural representations
required for reasoning (Oberauer et al., 2007). Three out of
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four subtasks measuring logical reasoning of the Kit of Factor-
Referenced Cognitive Tests (Ekstrom et al., 1976) were used.
In the first task (Deciphering Languages), an item included
three German phrases along with translations in an artificial
sign language. Afterwards, five new German phrases and their
translations in this sign language were presented and participants
had to choose the correct translation among the five alternatives.
The task contained 12 items and the maximum time allowed
was 8 min. In the second task (Diagramming Relationships),
participants had to select the correct out of five diagrams
that illustrated the relationships among three different sets of
things. The task comprised 15 trials and had a time limit
of 4 min. In the third task (Interference Test), participants
were given one or two statements and had to choose the
correct conclusion that could be deduced from five alternatives.
Ten items had to be completed in 6 min. The performance
measure in all three tasks was number of correct responses
− number of errors/4. Maximum scores were 12, 15 and 10,
respectively.
Memory Strategies
At the end of the pre- and post-training assessments, participants
filled out a strategy questionnaire, in which they were asked
to describe how they tried to remember the pairs in each
of the three associative and item memory outcome tasks in
an open-end format. These strategies were coded by two
independent raters into three broad categories (see Dunlosky and
Hertzog, 1998), namely associative (connecting two items of a
pair semantically or visually), item (highlighting distinct features
of the stimuli separately) and shallow (rote repetition, focusing
on graphical aspects of the words, rehearsal). Participants
could report using these strategies in any combination (e.g.,
using one of them exclusively or combining some of them).
Each participant received a score for each of the categories,
denoting the percentage of used strategies in the respective
category relative to all strategies reported by the individual
(see Brehmer et al., 2016; and Shing et al., 2016; for a similar
approach).
Statistical Analysis
The scores of all cognitive tasks were z-standardized. The
motivation for the use of z-scores is foremost based on theoretical
consideration and earlier research. Since the sample in this
study is small, the correlations between tasks are unstable,
even though we know from earlier research that the tasks
tap into the same construct (e.g., Süß et al., 2002; Schmiedek
et al., 2010). Hence, we used aggregated scores to attenuate
some of the measurement error in the task scores and increase
reliability of the measures. The correlations among the BIS
tasks ranged between 0.0 and 0.4, and the KIT tasks between
0.1 and 0.5, the associative memory tasks between 0.0 and
0.2 and item memory tasks between 0.2 and 0.4), which is
lower than expected, but possible in studies with these small
sample sizes. Next, the z-scores of the three tasks assessing each
of the four outcome abilities (i.e., item memory, associative
memory, visuospatial memory and reasoning) were aggregated
by calculating the means of the tasks. The training/transfer
effects were analyzed with separate 2 (group: experimental,
control) × 2 (time: pre training, post training) mixed analyses
of variance (ANOVA) on the mean z-scores for each of the
abilities. Strategy use was analyzed using 2 (group: experimental,
control) × 2 (time: pre training, post training) mixed ANOVAs
on the calculated associative, non-associative and shallow
strategy scores separately. The threshold for significance was
p < 0.05. Training motivation and affect was analyzed with a
2 (group: experimental, control) × 24 (training session) mixed
ANOVAwith motivation, arousal and valence ratings as separate
dependent variables.
RESULTS
Training Motivation and Affect
Table 3 displays the mean training motivation, arousal and
valence ratings across the 24 training sessions in both
intervention groups. Mean training motivation ratings were
high, mean arousal ratings moderate and mean valence ratings
positive in both groups. For all measures, the main effect of
group was not significant (Fs < 1). The main effect of time was
significant for motivation (F(1,23) = 2.53, p = 0.004, η2p = 0.06)
and valence (F(1,23) = 2.49, p = 0.007, η2p = 0.06), indicating that
motivation and valence of participants decreased slightly across
time. However, the two intervention groups did not differ in this
change, as no group × training session interaction was observed
(Fs< 1).
Trained Associative Memory Tasks
As our training was adaptive for the associative memory group
only, it is not possible to investigate changes on the trained tasks
per se by comparing the two groups. However, training progress
in the adaptive group can be evaluated (see Figure 1). On average,
trained individuals increased their task difficulty level across the
6 weeks of training, which can be taken as an indicator that
the individuals improved their performance during the training
process.
Item-Associative Memory (Criterion/Near
Transfer)
There were no significant effects of group, time, or their
interaction on associative memory (all Fs< 1). For itemmemory
there was no main effect of group (F < 1), but a main effect
of time (F(1,37) = 6.10, p = 0.02, η2p = 0.14), indicating that
participants’ performance in the item memory tasks across both
groups improved between pre and post training. Additionally,
TABLE 3 | Mean motivation, valence, and arousal ratings across the
24 training sessions in the two intervention groups.
Associative memory Active control
training group group
M (SD) M (SD)
Motivation (scale: 1–5) 3.59 (0.76) 3.66 (0.80)
Valence (scale: 1–9) 6.70 (1.08) 6.90 (1.08)
Arousal (scale 1–9) 4.74 (1.52) 4.53 (1.38)
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FIGURE 1 | Mean daily performance (z-standardized) averaged across trained tasks and participants of the associative memory-training group
during the 6 weeks of training. Error bars represent one standard error around the means.
there was a group × time interaction (F(1,37) = 4.49, p = 0.04,
η2p = 0.11), with the experimental group improving more than
the control group from pre to post training. Figure 2 displays the
associative memory and item memory composite scores in each
group pre and post training.
Visuospatial Memory (Intermediate
Transfer)
There was no main effect of group for visuospatial memory
(F < 1). There was a main effect of time (F(1,37) = 9.21, p < 0.01,
η2p = 0.20), indicating that performance improved after training.
There was no significant group× time interaction, F(1,37) = 1.15,
p = 0.29, suggesting that the training-related gains generalized
across groups.
Reasoning (Far Transfer)
There was no main effect of group (F < 1). There was a main
effect of time (F(1,37) = 8.74, p < 0.01, η2p = 0.19), indicating
that participants’ performance in the reasoning tasks across
experimental groups improved from pre to post training. There
was no group× time interaction (F < 1).
Table 4 provides the average composite scores for
each of the four abilities in the two groups before and
after training, and Table 5 provides the raw data for all
transfer tasks.
FIGURE 2 | Aggregated z-transformed performance across the three associative memory tasks and the three item memory tasks separately used as
criterion tasks to assess training gains separately for the two intervention groups (i.e., associative memory training and active controls) before and
after training. Error bars represent one standard error around the means.
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TABLE 4 | Average z-transformed composite scores for each of the outcome abilities before and after training and the effect size of the change (Mpost −
Mpre/SDpooled) in the two intervention groups.
Associative memory training group Active control group
Pre training M (SD) Post training M (SD) Effect size Pre training M (SD) Post training M (SD) Effect size
Item memory −0.19 (0.85) 0.29 (0.79) 0.58 −0.08 (0.70) −0.04 (0.62) 0.06
Associative memory −0.04 (0.70) 0.13 (0.59) 0.13 −0.13 (0.55) −0.03 (0.81) 0.15
Spatial memory −0.23 (0.68) 0.18 (0.55) 0.67 −0.07 (0.65) −0.12 (0.76) 0.28
Reasoning −0.03 (0.73) 0.19 (0.87) 0.28 −0.20 (0.66) −0.05 (0.64) 0.38
TABLE 5 | Average raw scores (Means (M) and Standard deviations (SD)) for each of the task for the four outcome abilities before and after training.
Associative memory training group Active control group
Domain Task Pre training M (SD) Post training M (SD) Pre training M (SD) Post training M (SD)
Associative memory CW 0.06 (0.12) 0.05 (0.13) 0.03 (0.12) 0.1 (0.14)
GM 0.19 (0.14) 0.21 (0.16) 0.14 (0.12) 0.16 (0.11)
LC 0.06 (0.1) 0.08 (0.11) 0.07 (0.11) 0.02 (0.13)
Item memory CW 0.13 (0.07) 0.18 (0.09) 0.16 (0.1) 0.14 (0.08)
GM 0.22 (0.11) 0.26 (0.08) 0.24 (0.06) 0.26 (0.08)
LC 0.27 (0.09) 0.29 (0.09) 0.24 (0.09) 0.25 (0.07)
Reasoning Deciphering language 4.51 (1.51) 4.87 (1.81) 4.64 (1.58) 4.53 (1.78)
Interference test 3.34 (2.22) 3.51 (1.99) 2.39 (2.19) 3.34 (1.89)
Diagraming relationships 5.43 (2.73) 6.53 (3.46) 5.09 (2.97) 6.14 (2.46)
Spatial memory Orientation memory 10.32 (4.37) 13.11 (2.42) 11.7 (3.21) 13.35 (2.74)
Company logos 6.21 (2.25) 7.21 (2.25) 6.5 (2.61) 7.1 (3.24)
Remembering path 12.89 (4.95) 13.05 (4.55) 12.75 (3.42) 12.2 (5.24)
Note. CW, Cup-Watches; GM, German-Malay; LC, Lamps-Chairs Item-Associative Memory Tasks. The reasoning tasks are taken from the KIT of Factor-Referenced
Cognitive Tests, the spatial memory tests are taken from the Berlin Intelligence Scale (BIS).
Subjective Report of Strategy Use
To investigate whether the two groups differentially developed
associative memory strategies during training, we asked
participants to report which memory strategies they had applied
in the three item-associative memory tasks pre and post training.
Reported strategies were sorted into associative, non-associative
and shallow memory strategies. In general, participants were
not applying associative strategies during task performance
(associative memory training group: 1.3% of all reported
strategies pre training, 1.9% post training; active control
group: 2.3% pre training, 0% post training), but mostly used
non-associative strategies (associative memory training group:
75.9% pre training, 78.8% post training; active control group:
78.3% pre training, 68.7% post training) or shallow strategies
(associative memory training group: 22.8% pre training, 19.3%
post training; active control group: 19.5% pre training, 31.3%
post training; see Figure 3). There was no evidence that the two
groups differed in strategy use; they did not differ at pre training
in the type of strategies applied (F < 1) and no group × time
interaction was observed (ps > 0.20). We rerun all analyses
of transfer effects after excluding the three participants who
used associative strategies at pretest, however, this did not alter
the results substantially and all interpretations remained the
same.
DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to explore potential effects of process-
based associative memory training on associative, item and
spatial memory, as well as on reasoning. A group of older
adults underwent 6 weeks of process-based adaptive associative
memory training and their performance was compared to an
active control group performing non-adaptive item-memory
training for the same amount of time. Individuals in both
groups improved performance in item memory, visuospatial
memory (object-context binding) and reasoning as a function
FIGURE 3 | Percentage of reported strategies applied in the
item-associative memory tasks separately for the two intervention
groups (i.e., associative memory training and active controls) before
and after training. Reported strategies were grouped into associative,
non-associative and shallow strategies.
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of training. A selective effect of associative memory training
was only observed for item memory, where this group gained
more than the control group from training. However, neither
training-general (main effect of time) nor training-specific
(time × group interaction) effects were observed for associative
memory. These findings are in line with the only other
process-based traning regime targeting associative memory
processes in older adults, which also did not induce clear
transfer to other untrained associative memory tasks nor to
item memory, executive functioning, or speed tasks (Jennings
et al., 2005; Stamenova et al., 2014). In line with previous
studies we also found that older adults do not spontaneously
generate associative strategies, which are often complex in
nature (Dunlosky and Hertzog, 1998; Hertzog and Dunlosky,
2004; Dunlosky et al., 2005). Hence, our results do not
support the notion that process-based associative memory
training leads to higher associative memory performance in
older adults when no encoding or retrieval instructions are
provided.
There is behavioral and neural evidence that associative
memory functioning under intentional encoding instructions
depends on strategic processes (Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2009;
Becker et al., 2015) but also on associative binding mechanisms
(Moscovitch, 1992; O’Reilly and Norman, 2002; Simons and
Spiers, 2003). The current data suggest that these binding
mechanisms are difficult to train in a bottom-up fashion in
aging. This apparent lack of modifiability of associative memory
underscores the difficulty elderly persons have in binding pieces
of information together.
Interestingly, training-specific effects were observed for item
memory. Although the experimental group received associative
memory training, the only measure on which they statistically
differed from the controls across training was item memory.
This is a challenging finding, as the control group trained
on item memory. However, because associative memory also
requires memory for the different items, it might be that the
more demanding associative training regime improved item
memory more by taxing processes that this form of memory
relies on to a greater extent. In addition, time effects were
observed for spatial memory, object-context binding, as well as
for reasoning following both types of training; thus, parts of
these improvements might be more than just test-retest effects,
as the item-memory training group had the same encoding
context as the associative training group; the only difference
being the retrieval context, namely to recall associations or
to make old/new judgments on item information. As all item
and associative memory transfer tasks used recognition, this
might have favored the control group. However, this is unlikely
given that recall tests are more challenging than recognition
tests. Because the encoding phase was the same for the training
and the active control groups, the controls might still have
incidentally encoded the material in an associative manner,
thereby training that process, and leading to similar transfer
for both groups. Of course, part of the expected training
effects could come from the retrieval process. When forcing
the memory system to retrieve information it might learn
more effectively (Karpicke and Roediger, 2008) and this could
potentially induce plastic changes more effectively than just
recognition. On the other hand, even though the controls
did item recognition, they might still recall the other item of
the pair when presented with one item, thereby still training
the associative component even though this is not required
by the task. A no-contact control group could have been
helpful to investigate if there are any specific transfer effects
following this kind of process-based item and associative
memory training.
A limitation of the study is that the gains in the trained
tasks could not be assessed with the present design. This would
have required participants of both groups doing the same
tasks non-adaptively both before and after training. This would
have helped to evaluate if there were any training gains from
processes-based associative memory training on the actually
trained tasks, which might be a prerequisite for transfer effects.
However, visual inspection of the increase in task difficulty
(an indirect indicator of performance improvements across
training) showed that individuals generally increased the list
length between two and three items depending on the task
trained (see Figure 1). This indicates that, even though a
direct examination of training-related gains is not possible in
this study design, the data suggest that training had an effect,
as participants were able to increase the task difficulty up
to on average 60% correct responses. However, this line of
reasoning has limitations. This is so because if subjects start
at a difficulty level that is lower than what they actually could
achieve then the training gains observed might just reflect
adaptation to the individuals’ ability without actually inducing
any improvement. Methodologically, it is important to note the
small sample size in the two groups, which results in low power
to detect group × time interactions. As there were large inter-
individual differences in how much participants gained from
training, the investigation of these inter-individual differences
(e.g., training gains, training curves) need to be taken into
account in future studies. In addition, future studies should
consider alternative ways of modulating the associative load
across the training process. Although we manipulated list length
to stress the difficulty of associative memory, it might have been
more effective to adjust the encoding time or to increase the
associative load by increasing the number of to-be-associated
items.
In addition, in this study we investigated only the training
gains and potential transfer effects of process-based associative
memory training in comparison to an active control group
receiving item-memory training. We did not investigate the
durability of these effects over time. Even though, we were
not able to detect the expected transfer effects, it would
still have been interesting to investigate potential sleeper
effects, namely training and transfer effects that are not
observed directly after training however reveal only after
some time.
To conclude, we did not find evidence for improvement in
older adults’ associative memory performance following process-
based training of the associative component of episodic memory.
Future studies have to clarify whether associative binding
processes can generally not be improved by repeated practice in
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older adults or if other types of process-based training are more
successful.
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